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About This Game

****Award Winning Game****

A Tower Defence game, that actually allows you to sit inside the turret and come face-to-face with the enemies!

You are Commando Jack, the baddest, meanest, toughest soldier planet Earth has to offer, and it's up to you to save the world
from alien invasion. Build a maze of towers to deal damage to the Aliens, and if that's not enough, jump into your turret and

take those suckers down yourself!

"...unlike anything we've ever played before on our mobiles" — GameTrailers

"...deserve[s] attention." — GameZebo, 4/5

"It is just so satisfying to actually shoot at the enemies..." — 148 Apps, 4/5

Killer Features
• 46 Levels

• Campaign, Endless, Elemental, Mixed Game Modes
• 38 Upgrades
• 21 Weapons

• 3 Powers
• Multi-tier levels
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• 21 Enemies
• 2 Mega Bosses

• UAV - Fly around the battlefield dropping grenades!
• Deploy HUGE nuke damage!

• Turret Ranking System
• Battle Technology upgrading system

• Tower defense with first-person-shooter gameplay. Totally unique.
• Stunning graphics, in full 3D.

• Create your own strategic tower maze formations.
• Tons of levels, hours of gameplay.

• Three stars to collect per level.

For more information or support, please visit www.colossalgames.eu
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Title: Commando Jack
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Colossal Games
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Processor: Less than 6 years old

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 133 MB available space

English
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So, It is COOL! I played it to the end of 1 Chapter and it was really great. I enjoyed my evening. I am waiting for the next
chapters as in Kentucky Zero, because it is very interesting how it will develop.
The game has it minuses, but on the whole it is 4.9 / 5. It's a visual novel dating sim that shows you how masturbation addiction
can make your life more difficult. I found it pretty wholesome.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. I bought this game in a sale
for really cheap, but it totally worth the whole price without any discounts. The game has a really nice enjoyable theme and
really nice art work. Love how happy this game is meanwhile also everything is turned upside down by evilness. The story itself
is also really nice, there totally has been thought good about it and all makes sense in the end. Even though the game isn't that
hard, the final boss really is hard. It takes a really long time. Because of that I didn't played it for a few little months and just
now tried it again. Once you understand it, it will get easy but still takes a lot of time. So I realised I gave up way too soon.
Regretting that now.

The only down point I would give this game is about the little side missions you can do. I would go out and search for whatever I
needed to find but when you realised you've gone way to far into the game, you cannot finish that quest anymore. Meanwhile it
keeps staying in your journal.

But anyways, a really good joyfull game for that price. :3. Um... yeah, what do I say about this one? I mean, for one thing, I was
very excited about this and followed its progress fervently. The atmosphere is exotic with a mix of the quaint, the art is simply
elegant and sharp, and the lore... well, the lore could already write a few good books.

But can I really recommend it? No.

It's a telltale sign of a sluggish, long, and arduous road for a project like this when, even if you play through it as poorly as
possible, you still are likely to finish everything that there is so far in the game in less time than it takes for the draconian Steam
refund policy to elapse its two hour maximum. There is very little difference in the scope of content between the free demo and
the product at launch that costs 5 bucks.

Now, seeing as visual novels, especially with such detail of interaction, usually take an inordinate amount of time and effort to
make... I can forgive it on this point. What I can't forgive is its execution of its mechanics and principles. The vast majority of
this $5 soundbite of a game is completely without direction, taking after Linden Labs in the art of gross ambiguity of direction.

Your progress will not come by logical connections; it will come by throwing everything at the wall and clicking
indiscriminately until something finally sticks. The UI for the inventory is clunky, poorly-explained, and overall awkward to use.
What is to be done, with what item, and where... these are trial-and-error discoveries, as the game makes little to no effort to
meaningfully connect objects and their correlation to each other.

While the lore is fantastically dense in that it is packed to the brim with mystique and eloquence, it is delivered in the form of
scattered information in a sprawling "mindscape" reminiscent of Final Fantasy XIII's poorly execute database system. Most of
the time, the game flings jargon and a plethora of terms in languages known solely to the author at the player, hardly ever
stopping to explain any of these terms.

A general rule of writing with constructed languages: don't fill your work with words you made up that you aren't going to
translate somewhere reliably to your readers, or with avoidable excesses of jargon. But that rule is ignored, and the reader is
constantly thrown without warning into a stifling deluge of completely unknowable terminology that is offset by a plot that has
issues with pace and meaningful ease of transition.
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Don't buy it. Yet. It'll not worth it right now, not when the demo is just about the same experience, but for free.. This game is so
cute, however I have keep having lag that makes this game unplayable. Once that is fixed then I would definitly recommend this
game.. This is a small RPGMaker game based, I think, in the Touhou universe. As my first contact with anything related to
that... I'm not sure how faithful it is... Anyway, the plot seems interesting, the characters... well, they seem nice... and the
gameplay... is RPGMaker...

Looks decent enough.. Amazing softwear I am a new Graphic Design student and have limited experience with software like
Photoshop and the likes and I picked this up in less then 5 hours, very user friendly, very resonsive developers, ability to create
custom brushes , all around an amazing..... uh...art program thingie, I purchased on sale for $45 and would have happily paid
$100 for it not on sale. I r8 8/8 m8 no b8. It's a fairly well-polished... casual puzzle game. Y'know, like Bejeweled or Tetris. The
basic game mechanic isn't amazing, but the presentation sure is! So I'd put this as a great casual puzzle game. Y'know, if you
don't like puzzle games that involve actual thought.. Good game, but the maps are kinda boring because they don't seem to
change that much as you level up.
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Enjoying the game so far. Picked it up during the Special Promotion for 8.49 and it feels like a solid single player adventure
game.

Im running it on a Intel Core 2 Duo E8500 and a GTX 1050 Ti with zero issues
(Main PC motherboard fried and this is what I had laying around)

small gripe
I feel like copper is kinda useless as the game currently sits. I mean as soon as I get charcoal (10-20 min in) I am handed 3 iron
bars. enough to make either an iron sword or a morning star. I would love to see a bit more in the way of copper having a
purpose. more weapons and armor types overall would be nice as well.

other than that I havent run into any bugs or game breaking problems.
Please continue to develop this game, its pretty cool.. Boy this was a tough one for me to like. The first game did a really good
job of building things up, this one just kind of rushed through things. I'll break it down into 5 parts:
1)Choose what you did between book 1 and book 2.
2)Have a little adventure.
3)Build up your army
4)attack a castle
5)attack another castle. The End.
Alot of the game is managing your army and deciding on strategy, but it doesn't feel like you're waging war. There's no great
action sequences or meaningful political intrigue. You can have different factions in your army, but they don't have a big
enough impact. There's new characters, but they're pretty generic and you don't get to know them very well.

Best part of the game is the side quests. They let you explore the world in a way the first game didn't. Meet generic factions, but
solve interesting problems to earn their trust and loyalty.

Final Verdict:
I think you'll be disappointed, but I'd still recommend the game at this price. There's enough make you think carefully about
your decisions, you'll get to continue your story, and the replay value is good.
. Paradox DLC is the reason there was a Cold War.. I bought the game for cards, I stayed for the gameplay!. Probably the most
underrated and most avoided game of all time... By the time this game released a ton of players were into wasting their money
on battlefield and call of duty and csgp and other ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ts.. It has all good stuffs that battlefield and cod and csgo has in
combine. Its some kind of futuristic fps shooting war game but a damn fine one.. its funny that even i avoided the game after
watching it on youtube for so many years. Then god knows for some reason i decided to give it a try and boi o boi it surprised
the hack out of me that how good this game is... if u like a bit about fps gaming i highly recommend this game for u then. Give
it a try and then u realize that how good it is.. You can spend hours and hours just playing through various skirmish modes you
create. Awesome music and atmosphere. Remember, these games were made back in the day and they can be tough! But this is
what makes it so rewarding when you accompplish a mission and knock out 10 ties. As others have said, the xwing upgrade by
Darksaber is now Steam compatible, just make sure to select the Steam copy during installation (google it for dowload link).
Works great on my Windows 10 machine running at 1920x1080. I find myself going back and playing this more often than
many of my shiny AAA games. I'm using an Xbox controller and it works fine. It appears that installing the XWAUpgrade stops
the Steam "Hours played" clock, trust me, I've played this a bunch and love it.

https://techraptor.net/content/how-to-mod-x-wing-alliance-like-a-jedi-master

This is a great tutorial on how to get it up and running on your modern machine in 1920x1080. My information might well be of
use to you stalker.. three things i dont like
1.with one click you mess everything up
2.not enough tools to use
3.the colures are hard to create. You have no chance without a company of 100s. Boring mechanics. Ark or Conan Exiles are a
better choice.
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